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Whatever you think,
think something else,
whatever you do,
do something else.
(Robert Filliou)

PRESS RELEASE
POPPOSITIONS, THE INDEPENDENT ART FAIR, EXPLORES NEW GROUND IN ART ECONOMIES

For its fourth edition, the independent art fair POPPOSITIONS will take place in Canal Wharf from the
23 -27 of April. This edition will showcase a significant gathering of international participants throughout
10,000 square meters of abandoned office spaces. POPPOSITIONS is boasting a disruptive fair model
catching visitors off-guard. It challenges the white cube format to show cultural innovation in a curated show.
LET’S TURN ART FAIRS INTO ARTISTIC
LABORATORIES
While public authorities are ranking cultural production
down in their priority list, the economic practice of the
fair is being challenged. Can the art market be combined
with cultural innovation? Conceived as an assembly of
international organisations, including galleries but also
artist-run spaces, curatorial initiatives and other non-profit
spaces, POPPOSITIONS aims to occupy an independent,
critical position during Art Brussels. With its international
presence growing every year, POPPOSITIONS has built a
cutting-edge profile that is here to stay.
This edition will showcase 39 participants who will present
over 100 artists coming from all over the world (70%
international / 35% Belgian), and all this combined with
a rich sideline programme to include art publications,
panel talks and performances as well as a themed bar
and food trucks. In line with NYC Independent, Berlin

ABC Contemporary or London Sunday Fair, white cubes
are replaced by a curated show that looks more like an
exhibition than sterilised, commercial fairs.
LET’S INVENT A NEW ECONOMIC MODEL
In opposition to the political economy founded on the
principal of productivity, the Fluxus artist and former
economist Robert Filliou published his Principles of Poetic
Economy in 1970, aiming at creating a new lifestyle (“art
de vivre”). With this thought in mind, POPPOSITIONS
commits itself to valuing new experimental and ingenious
economies amidst the prevailing art market.
The selection is based on the quality of the proposed
projects and not on the capacity to pay. Unlike
the majority of art fairs, whether big or small,
POPPOSITIONS asks for a nominal 200 euros
participation fee and believes in the experimental
rather than the commercial. Its entire team consists of
volunteers and the entrance fee is just 5 euros. However,
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POPPOSITIONS receives a 15% commission on each
sale. Convinced by the quality of the project, the largest
Belgian real estate company AG Real Estate provided
POPPOSITIONS, free of charge, 10,000 square meters of
former-offices spaces situated by the canal, at easy reach
from Art Brussels.
LET’S GET TOGETHER
POPPOSITIONS was born from the initiative of
Liv Vaisberg, who rounded-up fellow pioneers Pieter
Vermeulen, Edouard Meier and Bart Verschueren to
remodel the format of an art fair by introducing the vital
need for critical reflection. Converging from various
backgrounds, eager to join their diverse energy and
experiences, they were shortly thereafter joined by an evergrowing team of like-minded volunteers to help flourish
and challenge the quality of art production, presentation
and spectatorship during Art Brussels.
POPPOSITIONS goes back to the source of art fairs,
being a gathering of diverse structures curating and
showing art, and taking advantage of the attractive
location Brussels has become for contemporary art in
Europe. A space will be dedicated to micro-publishing
where Belgian and international organisations will present
and sell art editions, thus contributing to the common

thought on cultural production and the dissemination of
contemporary art.
As a special feature of this year’s edition, a group of major
Brussels-based collectors, who have been supporting
POPPOSITIONS since its inception (Collection Galila,
Collection Benedikt van der Vorst Collection Frédéric
de Goldschmidt, Collection Cédric and Cookie Liénart
van Lidth de Jeude, Collection Famille Servais), have
entrusted young partner curators with the selection
and display on 600 square meters of pieces from their
collection acquired for less than 8 000 euros over the last
10 years. It fully fits into the aim of POPPOSITIONS
by demonstrating that cultural value can also be found
where the monetary value is reasonable. Curators, Les
Commissaires Anonymes and Nicolas de Ribou , bring
together a selection of contrasting works combining
established and emerging artists under the title “Do you
have ‘ barbaric taste’?”, an in-depth reflection on the role of
collectors defining cultural judgments and forming artistic
hierarchies.
These new features add to the cutting-edge profile of
POPPOSITIONS, an assembly of experimental projects
that successfully manages to reinvent itself year after year.
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PARTICIPANTS

ABEL NICOSDRIOU
PROJECT (BE)
AC INSTITUTE (US)
ANOTHER SPACE
(DK/NO)
A|B|C
ONTEMPORARY
(CH)
ATELIERHOF
KREUZBERG (DE)
AZTLAN (MX)
BURNRATE (DE)
CLUB SOLO (NL)
CAUSTIC COASTAL
(UK)
DASH (BE)
EIGHTFOLD (NL)
FORESEEN (BE)
FORMATO
COMODO (ES)
FRANCIS (INT)
GALERIE (INT)
GALERIE OMS
PRADHAN (BE)
GALERIE RIANNE
GROEN (NL)
GENERAL STORE
(AU)
GRÜNTALER9 (DE)

IN BETWEEN (BE)
KRUPIC KERSTING
|| KUK (DE)
L’ETAGE
D’EUPHROSINE
(BE)
LA MIRAGE (CA)
MILLINGTON
MARRIOTT (UK)
NOPLACE (NO)
NOWAK AND
MAYHEW (DE/NL)
OKNO (BE)
ONE WORK
GALLERY (AT)
O O O (BE)
OVERTOON (BE)
P/////AKT (NL)
RIOT (BE)
RUIMTE MORGUEN
(BE)
SALON ACME (MX)
SOME RECENT
EXAMPLES (UK)
STRAAT GALLERY
(FR)
THE KIV GALLERY
(CZ)
TRAMPOLINE (BE)

Stilled Johan Gelper / OMS Prahdan

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
POPPOSITIONS 2015 will take place from the 24 - 27
April from 12:00 until 20:00 (exept Monday until 18:00).
• Press conference: 23 April at 11AM
• VIP: 23 April at 12PM
• Opening to the general public: 23 April from 12PM
until 22:00, Opening drinks until 23:00
• Party by DOCUMENT: 24 April CANCELLED
Canal Wharf- Akenkaai 8 Quai des péniches
Willebroekkaai 22 Quai de Willebroek - Brussels
www.poppositions.com
Facebook / Twitter
Press contact: press@poppositions.com
Willem Schrijver 04 85545058
Visuals available on demand.

Y si no hubiera despues Guillermo Mora / Formato Conodo

ANNEX I
SPECIAL FEATURE : FIVE MAJOR BELGIAN COLLECTIONS IN THE HAND OF POPPOSITIONS’
ASSOCIATE CURATORS

Do you have ‘Barbaric taste’?
A reflection on the judgment of taste when it comes to the acquisition of works of art: between cultural
engagement, the evaluation of cultural capital and sentimental value.

Dear Galila, Benedikt van der Vorst, Frédéric de Goldschmidt, Cédric and Cookie Liénart van Lidth de Jeude, family
Servais,

What is it that shapes your ‘taste’?
Within the framework of Poppositions, the experimental and alternative art-fair during Art Brussels, we propose to reflect
upon collectors and the role they play in defining cultural judgments and artistic hierarchies. Each of your collections
is unique to each of your own backgrounds and yet each reflects a social and cultural unity. They beg us to ask: How
do you select the works you acquire? By pure speculation? By impulse? Do you consider the works within a larger
historical perspective? Is it based on those whom you meet? Is it to be engaged politically? Or is it tied to your social
representation? How much of it is based on education, upbringing or social influence? How much of it is based on
subjectivity? Do you feel constrained to already prevailing references? These are some of the questions that we would like
to make public in order to demystify the person and character of the collector and the act of selecting and purchasing an
artwork.

Do you have ‘barbaric taste’?
When it comes to the area of aesthetic judgments, common sense opposes ‘pure taste’, that which is the taste of intellectual
reflection, cultivated and strategic in favor of ‘barbaric taste’, that which is considered low, vulgar or uncontrolled. In this
open questioning on how one’s taste is formed, and its influence on how culture is produced, we wish to identify amongst
your collections what could be considered to be ‘barbaric taste’: a taste that is alive and instinctive, sometimes uneducated
and common, almost even animal-like.
The exhibition will open up the definition of ‘barbaric taste’ with a selection of quite contrasted works ranging from
both known and emerging artists, to mysterious works, common works, or the very intimate, bringing to light a certain
dialogue and friction. The exhibition will represent this so called ‘savagery’ and ‘barbarism’ of judgment of taste that
becomes visible through the quest to understand the meaning of what is the constitution of a collection.
In his text Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgment of Taste, the sociologist Pierre Bourdieu says the following of
taste, “Taste classifies and taste classifies the classifier.” As collectors, your tastes and the influence that they have on your
acquisitions seem to favor the recognition of certain artists. The barbaric taste is one that undoes instituted hierarchies in
order to change the rules. The barbaric taste tells – perhaps you for example – how to play and participate in class struggle.
Les Commissaires Anonymes and Nicolas de Ribou

ANNEX II
PROGRAMME 2015

THURSDAY 23 APRIL
11:00: Press conference
12:00 - 17:00: VIP preview
17:00 - 22:00: Vernissage, in collaboration
with B.A.D. (Brussels Artistic District)
19:00: Karl Karner and Linda Samaraweerovà: Würfelen (Throwing the Dice) (Oval
room)
21:00: MC CM:
SCIENTIA POTENTIA EST (Oval Room)
FRIDAY 24 APRIL
12:00 - 20:00: Open to the public
SATURDAY 25 APRIL
12:00 - 20:00: Open to the public
14:00-16:00: KIDS activities (KIDS room)
14:00 Panel talk: The future of ‘Artist’: challenges of transdisciplinarity and expanding
field of art (Oval Room)
18:00: Karl Karner and Linda Samaraweerovà: Würfelen (Throwing the Dice) (Oval
room)
SUNDAY 26 APRIL

EXTRA FEATURES

MICRO-PUBLISHING SALON
GROUND FLOOR RIGHT - OFFICE SPACE
POPPOSITIONS will dedicate this year an office space
to micro-publishing. In order to value this important
form of art distribution, POPPOSITIONS will gather
some acknowledged and independant structures
based in France and Belgium. Publishing is becoming
increasingly important for the artistic process and
artist’s careers. It is also a way for the general public who
cannot afford the original works to acquire some quality
pieces. POPPOSITIONS seeks thereby to desacralise
contemporary art acquisition and recognise this element
as part of the art market and to enhance this practice as a
singular form.
ED et cie distributed by Galerie Suzanne, BE
Editions Proche, FR
HALO PUBLICATION, BE
La Houle
Petrole Editions, FR
Riot, BE
Theophile Papers, BE/FR

FOOD TRUCKS AND A BAR
POPPOSITIONS will dedicate a space for a bar with, if
the capricious Belgian weather allows, a terrace. Beers,
softs, cava and coffee to take a break from Art Brussels
craze.
The following food trucks will take care to feed you on the
parking of POPPOSITIONS in front of the BAR terrasse:
Urban Cook (burgers)
La mer du Sud (fish)

12:00 - 20:00: Open to the public
14:00-16:00: KIDS activities
14:00 Panel talk: The future of art and culture: thinking about alternatives (Oval Room)
16:00: Panel talk: The future of collections/
collecting: shifts of private collecting into the
public domain (Oval Room)
MONDAY 27 APRIL
12:00 - 18:00: Open to the public

MC CM, photo by Eline de Vos, Performing duo

